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Dear Colleagues and Readers, 

I have been asked to write a review on the "Sanitas Ozone Faucet System" based upon 
my experiences as a user of this device. 

I am a board certified Physical Medicine Rehabilitation and Pain Management physician 
in Los Angeles and Orange Counties. I care for many patients that are disabled and in pain. I 
deeply believe in maintaining a clean facility where I perform my interventional procedures, and I 
absolutely do not want any of my patients to acquire infections at any of the facilities that I 
attend. I chose to exclusively to perform all of my procedures at Alliance Surgery Center for the 
reasons that this facility has the best record of infection-free outcomes in the area where I 
practice. 

At the Alliance Surgery Center located in Fullerton, California, I have been using their 
Ozone Faucets installed at the surgical scrub sink, and nursing stations. There is a faucet also 
installed in the equipment reprocessing room at this center as well. 

I have been impressed in using the ozone technology that the medical director has 
introduced. Dr. Alvaro Liceaga, M.D. has shown me studies regarding the Ozone Faucet 
technology. The use of ozonated water is purported to kill viruses, bacteria mold and even 
spores during testing at their facility. I reviewed the clinical, data and despite early stages of 
clinical studies, it looks very impressive. I would encourage you to review the data for yourself. 

I have been using the ozonated water from the faucets for my hands disinfection prior to 
and after performing all pain management injections at the facility. The facility staff also uses 
ozone water to wash their surgical instruments and on surfaces such as patient gurneys, 
operating tables and surgical counters. It is impressive that they care to go the extra way to 
clean and sanitize the surgical center. 

The nurses, anesthesiologists, surgeons, technicians prefer using these ozone faucets 
over the other non-ozone units. My hands feel clean and soft after washing. 

The center smells cleaner than any other centers where I have worked do. Based upon 
my experience with this product, I hope that all surgical centers, hospitals, and private practices 
where I work will install these units. I certainly want to minimize any chance of healthcare 
associated infections, and ozonized water appears to be the answer to fully alleviating any 
infections in health-care facilities no matter if they perform surgical interventions or not. 

If you get a chance to evaluate this new technology, I am sure that you will appreciate the 
use of it. In my opinion, this may be a next break-through in surgical and medical hygiene in 
medicine. 

Thank you for your attention, 

·n, M.D.


